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Living in the round is not exactly new.

Cave dwellers, Kurds, Bedouins, Bees, Medieval Monks, Indians,
Eskimos and Zulus, to name a few, have tried it. However it took the
Genius of R. Buckminster Fuller. To demonstrate conclusively that for
the material used, Domes are the strongest most efficient way to
enclose space, brilliantly engineered structures were used in radar
Domes on the Arctic Dew line after World War II
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The Dome owners who
experience Dome living
every day offer their

views. . . .

There is such an
awareness of nature in our
dome. It must be all the
windows and skylights.

Following the first
seasonal shift through all
the glass has been a
glorious nature lesson.
Anticipating the next
season is exhilarating. 

We never thought that
living in a Dome home
would be as fun as it is.
The kids think it’s just great.
We don’t think we will ever
be bored with living here.

Rejuvenating

Surprising

Humanly Elegant

Provocative

Breath Taking

A very personal 
home

The ultimate energy 
penny pincher
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so much more than just a shelter

Domes have radically changed since the Mid-’60s,
when most Dome homes were funky, patched-up symbols
of the counterculture. Today’s average Dome buyer is
rather Middle-American. We’re building a basic American
housing unit that is a natural and intelligent alternative to
expensive and inefficient housing. Dome-homers speak
lyrically of the feeling of spaciousness, of an almost
mystical airiness induced by living under a skylit canopy.

In a place of time
consuming conventional
construction, Natural
Spaces offers precise
factory engineering: solid,
interlocking components,
pre-cut for faster
assembly.

In place of minimally
designed structure based
on rectangles, our Domes
are based on nature’s
strongest, most efficient
shapes - the triangle and
the sphere.

In place of vinyl,
aluminum and sheetrock,
our domes offer all the
warmth and natural
beauty of wood.

In place of typical, look-
alike housing, our Domes
offer almost unlimited
design flexibility. Unique,
exhilarating, never before
imagined spaces.

Whether you prefer
country-style, rustic or
dramatic contemporary
design -  Whether you
start with your plan or our
plan - you are personally
involved with creating the
home of your dreams.


